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Atmospheric pressure of helium �He� and methane �CH4� mixture discharge characteristics are
investigated using emission spectroscopic methods. Plasmas are produced in a radio frequency
capacitively coupled device at atmospheric pressure in the ambient air. Without the CH4 gas
introduced in the plasma, the emission spectrum exhibits typical helium discharge characteristics
showing helium atomic lines with nitrogen molecular bands and oxygen atomic lines resulting from
air impurities. Addition of a small amount ��1% � of CH4 to the supplied He results in the emission
of CN �B2�+-X2�+: violet system� and CH �A2�-X2�: 430 nm system� molecular bands. Analyzing
the CN and CH diatomic molecular emission spectra, the vibrational temperature �Tvib� and
rotational temperature �Trot� are simultaneously obtained. As input power levels are raised from
20 W to 200 W, Tvib and Trot are increased from 4230 K to 6310 K and from 340 K to 500 K,
respectively. On the contrary, increasing the CH4 amount brings about the decrease of both
temperatures because CH4 is harder to ionize than He. The emission intensities of CN and CH
radicals, which are important in plasma processing, are also changed along with the temperature
variation. From the results, the atmospheric pressure plasma shows strong nonequilibrium discharge
properties, which may be effectively utilized for thermal damage free material treatments. © 2008
American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3002397�

I. INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric pressure plasmas have attracted great atten-
tion due to their many advantages.1–6 They have been studied
for the possible in-line processes with high processing effi-
ciencies especially in material processes, such as surface
treatments, modifications, functionalization for biomedical
applications, nanomaterial synthesis, and thin film
depositions.3–6 In achieving the specific goals, a number of
different atmospheric pressure plasma sources have been
adopted. By utilizing various bias frequencies from direct
current �dc� to microwave, a wide variety of plasma sources
have been attempted including corona discharges, microdis-
charge plasmas, capacitively coupled plasmas, hollow cath-
ode discharges, dielectric barrier discharges, jet-type plas-
mas, etc.1,4,5,7,8 In addition, many processes use molecular
gases, such as CH4, C2H2, N2, CF4, and so on for their
unique purposes.4–9 In the molecular gas discharges, plasmas
can lead to molecule decompositions, radical generations,
and molecular excitation of electronic and rovibrational
states which strongly affect the material qualities.9,10 There-
fore, it is necessary not only to study the material properties
but also to investigate the properties of the atmospheric pres-
sure plasmas, which may serve as essential information for
the control of the processing rate and its efficiencies. Among
the plasma parameters, temperatures are relevant to the
chemical reactivity and particle kinetics of the molecules ex-
isting in the plasmas. Low gas temperature, especially, is one
of the most important features in the treatment of thermally

sensitive films, such as organic tissues and biocompatible
materials.3,11

In diagnosing the atmospheric pressure plasma charac-
teristics, the spectroscopic methods are frequently
favored.12,13 An optical spectrum emitted from the plasma
provides some important information, such as the identifica-
tion of existing species like atoms, molecules, and radicals,
and also plasma temperatures and electron density.14

In this work, the spectroscopic diagnostics of atmo-
spheric pressure plasmas using He and CH4 mixture are per-
formed, of which gas composition is widely used for amor-
phous hydrogenated carbon �a -C:H� coatings, generation of
carbon nanotubes, and hydrophobic treatment of surfaces. In
addition, the effects of input power and gas addition on tem-
peratures are investigated.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Figure 1 depicts a schematic illustration of the experi-
mental setup under study. The discharge source has two par-
allel copper electrodes with the same diameters of 60 mm,
cooled by chilled water. The discharge gap between the elec-
trodes is fixed at 4 mm for stable plasma generation. The
bottom electrode is powered by a 13.56 MHz rf supply
�Dressler Cesar 1312� through an impedance matcher. The
electrical signals of root-mean-square voltage �Vrms� and cur-
rent �Irms� are measured by a voltage probe �Tektronix
P6051A�, a current probe �Tektronix TCP 202�, and a digital
oscilloscope �Tektronix TDS 3012�, as indicated in Fig. 1.
The gas supplied for the experiment is a mixture of helium
and methane with helium gas flow rate fixed at 3 standard
liters per minute �slpm� and the methane gas added to it from
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0 to 30 standard cubic centimeters �sccm� using a mass flow
controller. However, the plasma was generated in the ambi-
ent air. In the experiments, the gas pressure is always fixed at
760 Torr �101 325 Pa� as flowing helium or mixed gas using
pressure instruments �Pfeiffer Vacuum, Piezo gauge
APR260, single gauge reader TPG261�. Optical emission
spectra are obtained using a visible spectrometer �Chromex
250is� and relevant optics.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

Figure 2 shows the typical emission spectra of helium
discharge �top� and helium-methane mixture discharge �bot-
tom� in the wavelength range of 330–480 nm and
480–800 nm, respectively. Both discharges emit not only he-
lium atomic lines but also nitrogen molecular bands and oxy-
gen atomic lines.15 They originated from ambient air impu-
rities that are introduced through an opening in the discharge
system. Although the nitrogen molecular emission band, N2

first positive system which has a bandhead at 670.4 nm for
�5,2� transition, appears around 667.8 nm, the atomic helium
line �667.8 nm� is more remarkable as seen in Fig. 2�b�. One
of the important features of CH4 addition is the occurrence
of CN �B2�+-X2�+, 388.3 nm�, CH �A2�-X2�, 431.4 nm�
molecular emission bands and hydrogen atomic line �H�,
656.3 nm� as a subproduct from CH4 decomposition.9,10,16

However, no significant differences in other spectral ranges
are observed. The CN radicals �activation energy, Ea

=3.2 eV� are produced via reactions between methane and
nitrogen atoms from air impurities, and CH radicals �Ea

=2.9 eV� appear through the electron impact dissociative ex-
citation of CH4 molecules as the most probable reaction
paths,9,10,16,17

N2 + e → 2N* + e , �1�

2CH4 + N → CH + CN + 3H2 + H, �2�

CH3 + N → CH + H2 + N, �3�

CH
x
* + N2

* → CN + N + Hy + Hz + e , �4�

CH4 + e → CH* + H2 + H + e , �5�

where x=y+z and superscript � *� represents the excited
states.

In the thin film growth, especially, CH radicals play a
significant role with an important sticking coefficient due to
three dangling bonds.9,10,16 Although the nitrogen molecular
bands �N2

+ first negative system� show intense emission in
the helium discharge as depicted in Fig. 2�a�, they appear
much less prominent as CH4 is added due to the relatively
strong CN and CH emissions, as depicted in Fig. 2�b�. This
suggests that both CN and CH spectra can be used as a
thermometer.

In order to obtain the vibrational temperature �Tvib� and
rotational temperature �Trot�, both CN and CH spectra are
investigated using the well-known synthetic method.12,18–20

It is known that Tvib provides the information of the energy
transfer between electrons and heavy particles, especially
molecules, which shows the similar tendency with the elec-
tron temperature.13,18 On the other hand, measurement of Trot

is important to estimate gas temperature in atmospheric pres-
sure plasmas due to the sufficiently fast rotational-
translational relaxation.11,12,21

FIG. 1. Schematic illustration of the experimental setup for atmospheric
pressure He /CH4 discharge.
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FIG. 2. �a� Emission spectra from 300 nm to 480 nm and �b� from
480 nm to 800 nm for the helium discharge �top� and the He /CH4 discharge
�bottom� at 100 W.
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Figure 3 describes the temperature effect on the syn-
thetic spectra of CN and CH, respectively. They are normal-
ized with respect to each bandhead intensity and are obtained
with the same Gaussian-shaped line broadening width of
0.1 nm which is mainly attributed from the instrumental
broadening.12,13 As shown in Fig. 3�a�, the most prominent
band in the CN molecular spectrum comes from the
�v� ,v��= �0,0� of �v=0 transition, and it overlaps with other
�v=0 transition bands from �v� ,v��= �1,1� to �5,5�. The
bands are selected due to their available strengths as shown
in Fig. 2. Since the spectral features are strongly influenced
by the changes in Tvib and Trot, both temperatures can be
determined simultaneously. On the other hand, in the CH
synthetic spectrum as seen in Fig. 3�b�, only two vibrational
transitions �0-0� and �1-1� are considered due to the intensity
limitation of the range of interest near 431 nm. As shown in
the black and red curves, the change in the emission spec-
trum due to the different Tvib is small, which suggests that
the CH spectra can be used for accurate measurement of Trot.

In Fig. 4, the results through comparing the experimental
spectrum with the synthetic spectrum having the instrumen-
tal broadening width of 0.22 nm using the minimum �2

method are presented.12,19 The value of �2 is determined as
follows:

�2 = �
i=1

N �Ii
exp − Ii

syn�2

N�N − 1�
, �6�

where Ii
exp and Ii

syn represent the experimental and synthetic
spectral intensities of the ith datum of the N point spectrum,
respectively. As depicted in the figure, the experimental spec-
tra are in good agreement with the synthetic spectra. At
100 W input power and 10 sccm CH4 addition, the values of
�Tvib, Trot� are obtained as �6450 K, 430 K� and �6400 K,
450 K� by the CN and CH spectra, respectively, which dem-
onstrates only a 0.4% difference in Tvib and a 2.5% differ-
ence in Trot. This small difference is attributed from the dis-
crepancy between the synthetic and the experimental CH
spectra below 428 nm as shown in Fig. 4�b�. This is due to
the blending of nitrogen molecular band �N2

+, first negative
system� with the bandhead at 427.8 nm as observed in
Fig. 2�a�.

By varying the discharge conditions, such as input power
levels from 50 W to 200 W and CH4 amounts from
10 sccm to 30 sccm, changes in the temperatures and the
emission intensity of CH bandhead �431.4 nm�, CN band-
head �388.3 nm�, and helium atomic line �706.5 nm� are also
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FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Synthetic CN �violet system� and �b� CH �430 nm
system� spectra at various Tvib �3000 K and 5000 K� and Trot �500 K and
1000 K�.
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FIG. 4. Comparison between synthetic spectrum �–� and experimental spec-
trum �-�-� for �a� CN emission and �b� CH emission.
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investigated, and the results are presented in Figs. 5 and 6.
This may be used as important information in the practical
application, such as for control of material processing or
deposition rate9,10,16 with a reasonable time resolution as the
process proceeds while the plasma parameters change during
the specific process, such as film growth. The error bars
shown in Figs. 5 and 6 are based on statistical treatment of
the several repeatedly conducted experimental data.

First of all, only a small addition of CH4 to the feeding

He gas brought about significant changes both in Tvib and
Trot. As the CH4 flow is raised from 10 sccm �0.3%� to
30 sccm �1% of the He supply�, Tvib and Trot are decreased
from 6450 K to 3920 K and 430 K to 345 K, respectively,
as described in Figs. 5�a� and 5�b�. Since it is hard to know
the exact ionization, excitation, and dissociation rates at at-
mospheric pressure due to the lack of enough information on
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FIG. 5. Effects of CH4 additions on the �a� Tvib, �b� Trot, and �c� emission
intensities of CH, He I, and CN spectral lines.
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intensities of CH, He I, and CN spectral lines.
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electron kinetics, we just compare the breakdown voltage to
indirectly find the additive CH4 effects on temperatures.
From the electrical measurements, the breakdown voltage for
the gas discharge is increased from 450 Vrms to 550 Vrms,
and the power coupling efficiencies are lowered. This is be-
cause CH4 is harder to ionize than He �of which breakdown
voltage is 400 Vrms at the same conditions� at atmospheric
pressure. This is also confirmed by the decrease of emission
intensities as seen in Fig. 5�c�.

Raising the rf input power from 50 W to 200 W at fixed
20 sccm CH4 and 3 slpm He, on the other hand, increases
both temperatures �Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�� and emission inten-
sities �Fig. 6�c�� due to more energetic electrons and increas-
ing collisions between particles. As shown in Figs. 5�c� and
6�c�, the intensity of CN is always lower than that of CH,
which is different from other experimental results using
methane-nitrogen discharges.9,10 Since only a little amount of
nitrogen gas exists in the chamber in our experiment, the CH
radical has higher intensity and stronger dependence on the
operational conditions.

From the results, the simultaneously determined Trot by
both CN and CH spectra shows the values within 2.5% error,
which suggests that the two species can be used as thermom-
eters in methane aided plasmas. Since CN or CH radicals
play important roles in material processing, the control of
concentrations and plasma temperatures is very important.
From the intensity measurement, it is shown that the relative
radical concentrations of CN and CH are controlled by vari-
ous operational conditions because the emission intensity de-
pends largely on the radical concentration.9,14,22,23 The ex-
perimental results in this work clearly demonstrate that the
gas flow rate and the input power are two main control pa-
rameters for relative concentration of radicals and adequate
plasma temperatures. In addition, the measured values of Tvib

and Trot in our atmospheric pressure rf discharges suggest
that the material processing of thermally sensitive materials
can be possible with high chemical reactivity and low ther-
mal damage under different operating conditions.

IV. SUMMARY

Atmospheric pressure He /CH4 plasmas are produced
and their spectroscopic plasma properties are investigated us-
ing optical emission diagnostics. The addition of a small
amount of CH4 to the supplied He gas mainly changes the
CN �388.3 nm� and CH �431.4 nm� molecular emission
spectra. Using the two spectra, Tvib and Trot are obtained
under various operating conditions. While increasing the in-
put power level from 50 W to 200 W, both Tvib and Trot are

increased from 4230 K to 6310 K and from 340 K to 500 K,
respectively. However, as the methane addition is increased,
Tvib and Trot are decreased from 6450 K to 3920 K and
430 K to 345 K, respectively. From the temperature mea-
surements, it is shown that the atmospheric pressure He /CH4

plasma is in the highly nonthermal equilibrium state of rela-
tively low rotational temperature, suggesting that the ther-
mally sensitive material treatments are possible with high
chemical reactivity. In addition, the effects of gas composi-
tions and input power are investigated, and the result shows
that the plasma properties can be controlled by operating
conditions to obtain the required plasma temperatures.
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